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1. Get started with Photoshop and Wacom. 
Short introduction

• Photoshop is mainly known for creating and enhancing photographs and 
illustrations. The program offers a complete set of professional photography tools. 
You can adjust, crop, remove objects, retouch photo or create your own design. 
We use this program to create design and special embossing channel.  

• Wacom tablets are known for their cordless, battery-free, and pressure-sensitive 
digital pen. The pen is an input device which captures the handwriting or brush 
strokes of a user and converts handwritten analog information created using "pen 
and paper" into digital data, enabling the data to be utilized in various 
applications. This type of pen is usually used in conjunction with a digital 
notebook, although the data can also be used for different applications or simply 
as a graphic.



2. Photoshop toolbar and the most used tools

• Move Tool – use to move objects;

• Rectangular / Ellipse Tool – use to draw rectangles or ellipses;

• Lasso / Polygonal Lasso Tool – use to select objects;

• Magic Wand Tool – use to select area or object by color;

• Brush / Pencil Tool – use to draw or paint;

• Pattern Stamp Tool – use to draw or fill area with definite pattern;

• Eraser Tool – use to erase/clean something;

• Hand Tool – allows to move view on Screen;

• Zoom Tool – use to zoom objects

• Toolbar is usually on the left side of the screen or you can open it 

throught Edit/Toolbar



3. Photoshop main control windows

• Command line is on the top of the screen. Here you will find different commands 
and a windows list. 

• Most of the time we work with a couple of commands and mostly use Layer, 
Channel, Info and History windows. Brush window is available by just clicking on 
the side of the digital pen. Then you can change the size or style of brush or pen.



Now we open Layer and Channel windows

• We use Layers to create design. Sometimes it is convenient to leave the Image not 

flattened with all layers, especially if you are going to make some changes in design later.  

If you have already flattened image, you don’t need Layer Window.

• Channel window allows us to create embossing channel. 



Layers and Channels
• Layers and Channels are two very separate things, and used for specific and different 

purposes, so it's not really an issue of one versus the other. 
Having a Photoshop file that contains layers lets you, for instance, assign different 
components of your file to different work areas. The biggest advantage of working in an 
image with layers is that it allows you to work on one part of the image without disturbing 
the other parts. 

• Channels are much different from layers. When you open a new image in Photoshop, you 
automatically create color information channels. The image's color mode determines the 
number of color channels created.
For example, an RGB image has four default channels: one for each of the red, green, and 
blue colors, plus a composite channel used for editing the image (that's all three channels put 
together). A CMYK image has five channels – one for each cyan, magenta, yellow and black, 
and also a composite channel. You can edit each channel independently, or edit the color in 
the composite channel. So, channels allow you to manipulate the color of an image.

• We use Channels to create extra Spot Channel for special ink that makes the raised texture. 



We open History and Info Windows

• History Window is used then you want to cancel some steps of your job.

• When working with embossing channel, it is important to trace the thickness of lines and 
space or distance between them. Info window allows you to see the size of objects in 
pixels or mm/cm.



4. Color profile

• For commercial printing you need a profile of the output process. For our printer 
we choose FOGRA 39 CMYK.  

• To set it, go to Edit > Color Settings > CMYK: Coated Fogra39 (ISO 12647 -2:2004). 



5. Creating a file for embossing

• Open the file.

• Go to Command 

line/Image/Mode/Change to 

CMYK Color and 8 

Bits/Channel. Printer does not 

read 16 Bits/Channel.



Size

• Go to Command line/Image/Image 
Size. Choose the real size of the picture 
(scale 1:1). 

• Scaling sometimes doesn’t work with 
embossing channel. We recommend 
resolution of at least 150 dpi. Bigger 
resolution means better quality of 
print.



Spot Channel

• Open Channels Window and create a New 
Spot Channel. 

• Name it S (Structural Channel)

• Everything what you draw on this Channel will 
be printed with special Structural Ink. In 
printing process all clear/ white areas will rise, 
black drawing will be embossed/pushed down. 



Make Spot Channel visible (choose color for S 
Channel)

• It is important to see the 
drawn areas, so choose a color 
that would be visible on your 
design. 



Have a couple of spot channels

• You can create a few spot channels, as 
many as you need for work. For 
example, if you plan to have one 
pattern on a background and another 
pattern on the main drawing, create 
two extra spot channels for this work. 

• For the final print we will leave only 
one S channel that contains all needed 
information from all spot channels. 



6. Hand drawing and automatic drawing

• There are different ways to create design for embossing. One option is to draw 
everything by hand. However, it is quite a long process, especially if you have big 
size picture.

• Another, faster option is to rely on Photoshop automatic options that create a 
quite accurate embossing drawing in a few steps.

• You also can use different grids and patterns to create a unique texture. 



Creating a design

• First you should decide what kind of design 
you are going to have.

• For example in this design I want red letters 
to be lifted up and background will have a 
structure.

• For this I create couple more extra Spot 
Channels. 

• Name it “text”, “pattern”, “background”, 
“border” and “S”.



• First, copy the image from Layer to the New Spot 
Channel “text”. 

• Place the desirable pattern on the “pattern” channel. It 
will be a structural background. 

• Create the 10 pixels border around the text on the 
“border” channel.

• The drawing looks black and white then CMYK channels 
are switched off and only S channel is switched on. It 
becomes color when CMYK channels are switched on.



• Now we combine all graphic to the one final Spot channel “S”
• Unfortunately you can not Merge all channels to the one, you have to shift all needed drawings to the one channel S. 

For that go to the extra channel, select lines and copy them. To make selection use Magic Wang.
• Move to the main S Channel. Paste your selection. Do it with all extra channels if needed. After that you can delete 

your extra channels and leave only one S channel.



• Now it is time to save the file. We would recommend you to save it as a “working” file with all layers and channels in case you need to 
make some changes later. It usually happens after the first test print. 

• You can save it as PSD, PSB, PDF or TIFF format. 

• For the final print, duplicate file. Go to Image/Duplicate.

• Delete all supporting channels and leave only S channel.

• Save the file.

7. Working file and final file for print

Working file with all supporting channels Final file for print with one S channel



The printed image will 
look like this..



8. Relation between percentage of S 
(Structural) Ink and embossing height

• The depth of embossing depends on a couple of factors. First, it relates to intensity 
of color in S channel. Media reacts to the quantity of S (Structural) ink. Bigger 
concentration of S ink gives bigger/sharper structure. Lighter color in S Channel 
gives smaller depth in final print. So, we could regulate the heights of raised 
texture by changing the lightness of color in S Channel.

• Structure also depends on a type of media, quantity/percentage of ink in the 
printer and the temperature in the calander.     

• For Matt Media we use 100 % of structural ink.

• For Perlascent Media is enough 60 % of structural ink.



• To change percentage of black filling in S Channel select all lines with Magic Wang        in S 
Channel.

• Fill up it with color: C-0% M-0% Y-0% K-60% . Use Paint Bucket        or go to command 
line/Edit/Fill



9. Media
• At this moment we present two types of Media: Matt and Pearlescent.

Media type Parameters

DIMENSE MEDIA MATT

Surface: Matt

Thickness before foaming: 0.3 mm

Thickness after foaming: 0.8-1.0 mm

Structural resolution: 0.2 mm lines

DIMENSE MEDIA PEARLESCENT (Metallic)

Surface: Pearlescent

Thickness before foaming: 0.3 mm

Thickness after foaming: 0.8-1.0 mm

Structural resolution: 0.2 mm lines



10. Printing with Caldera
• In fact, a printing engineer regulates all printing process. But there are a couple of things designer 

should know about printing possibilities.

Tiling Module

• If you have a big size view/panel, you don‘t need to divide it into parts. Printer does it 
automatically. It divides view/panel into parts, names them, puts marks for a cropping/overlaps 
and makes Assembly Guides in PDF  (gluing instruction for all parts). 

Color Bars or control strip

• This function allows printing Color Bars with each job, multiple bands all along the side of the 
prints. The goal is to have the printer spitting ink at all times to prevent abrupt density variations or 
nozzle clogging.

Crop Marks

• Crop marks, also known as trim marks, are lines printed in the corners of your publication’s sheet 
or sheets of paper to show the printer where to trim the paper. They are used by commercial 
printers for creating bleeds where an image or color on the page needs to extend all the way to the 
edge of the paper. 



11. Tips
• S ink slightly changes colors and glossiness of media.

• For the small details use bigger concentration of S ink. Fill bigger areas with 
smaller percentage of S ink.

• Distance between lines should be not less than 0.5 mm. Lines should be at least 
0.3 mm thick.

• Gradient would be visible on 3-5 cm distance. 

• The thinnest debossed line is 0.2 mm.

• Then you have big quantity of S Ink it slightly bleeds. What is why the thinnest 
embossed line is  0.3 mm.



12. Technical limitations

Cracking

• Dark tones prone to cracking more than light ones, for example saturated blacks, greens 
and reds.

• Gloss media is more resilient to cracking than matt one. 

• Structural ink “protects” saturated colors from cracking, but tends to wash them out.

• Bigger (more than ~4-5 cm) elevated parts of the design (not affected by Structural ink) 
have tendency to crack. Use structural patterns over the top, if possible. They “cut” media 
into smaller segments thus reducing risk of cracking.

• Sharp corners have tendency to crack.

• Cracking most often appears along the media, but rarely across. Try to rotate the image, if 
possible.

• Reduce calander heater’s temperatures by few degrees.



Bending

• On the areas with monophonic background sometimes appear visible  bending. It 
is  visible on a dark and light colors when it filled up with 100% structural ink. 

• For prevention try to reduce an amount of structural ink up to 60% on this areas or 
if it is possible use a pattern.



13. Practical part 
Generally, any type of visuals – photos, graphics, paintings, or any combinations of 
them, can be printed with Dimense technology. Printing just structure (without color) 
is also available.

However, there are some differences in file preparation. 



Task with name
• Type your name on 

a Layer.

• Create S Channel.

• Copy name from 
Layer to Channel.

• Create structural 
design (embossed or 
debossed letters). 
Add the grid.

• Save it as PDF.

• Print it.

Layer S Channel



Instruction for photo 
images



Open the file. Make sure that you mark the right layer.



Make the right size, with minimum resolution of 150 Dpi



Change picture to CMYK color and 8 Bits



Open the channels window and create a new spot channel. 
Name it S.



Choose one of CMYK channels. Copy the image and 
paste it to S channel.



Go to option Filter/Stylize/Find Edges.
You will get this kind of image.



Threshold the image. To reduce the amount 
of trash around lines use command 
Filter/Noise/Dust&Scratches.



• If you wish to add some texture on background, prepare the pattern or grid for that. You can 
choose it from Pattern Stamp Library or create your own on the extra Spot Channel. 
Choose the Magic Wang to select the area that you wish to fill with pattern, go to Channel with 
pattern/grid, copy it. Go to the S Channel and place it. You will get texture on background without 
color. Save it as a working file. Duplicate the file, leave only one S channel and save it as TIFF or 
PDF 



The printed image will look like this..



Instruction for 
graphics / drawings



Open the file. In this  design we embossed black line, 
filled the background with pattern and lifted up the 
flower. Lets try to do what.



For the start change color settings to CMYK and 8 
Bits. Make the right size, with minimum resolution 
of 150 dpi.



Open Channels Window and 
create a few New Spot 
Channels.

Name it. Everything that you 
draw on this channel will be 
embossed. 

In printing process all clear/ 
white areas will rise, black lines 
will be pushed down.



Mark all picture in the Black channel and copy 
the image to the “Weaves” Spot Channel. 
Threshold the image. You will get picture like 
this.



To add some extra embossing on a flower select detail with Magic Wang in Layer, 
copy the selection and place it to the “Flower detail” channel. Now go to the 
Filters/Stylise/Find edges. Threshold the image. To do that go to 
Image/Adjustment/Threshold. 



To make lines more accurate use 
command Dust&Scratches. You also 
can add some drawing by hand using 
brush/pencil tool      . 
To add texture on background select 
the desirable area with Magic Wang, 
go to the channel “Pattern”, copy 
selection and place it to the “S” 
channel. 
Do the same with drawing from the 
“Flower detail” and “Weaves” 
channels.
Now you have all needed drawings in 
one “S” channel.
Save this file as a “working” file. 
Duplicate the file, delete supporting 
channels, leaving only CMYK and S 
channels. 



Save it as TIFF or PDF. Now you are ready to print.



The printed image will look like this..



Instruction for 
textured images 



Create the file.

• Make it CMYK.

• Create New Spot Channel S.

• Choose resolution at least 150 Dpi with real final size of print.



• Place the drawing into S 
Channel.

• Everything that you draw on 
this Channel will be printed 
with special Structural Ink. In 
printing process all clear/ white 
areas will rise, black drawing 
will be embossed/pushed 
down. 

• Save the file in TIFF or PDF.



The printed image will look like this..


